2019-20

MPA Estimated Tuition Costs

Students often ask about the total cost of the MPA degree or cost per credit. Unfortunately this is complicated by a variety of factors.

Costs for the MPA vary depending on:

1) California resident or non-resident status
2) Number of classes taken per quarter
3) Number of online classes taken
4) Whether pre-requisites are required

These estimates are based the CSUSB Tuition and Fees webpage

The MPA (not counting prerequisites) consists of 48 quarter units- 4 units per class

California Resident taking only traditional classes (no online)

For one class a quarter $1799.76 X 12= $21,597.12 or $450 per unit

For two classes a quarter $2803.76 X 6= $16,822.56 or $350 per unit

For three classes a quarter $2803.76 X 4= $11,215.04 or $233 per unit

California Residents Taking online classes (add $360 per class)

For one class a quarter $2159.76 X 12= $25,917.12 or $540 per unit

For two classes a quarter $3163.76 X 6= $18,982.56 or $395 per unit

For three classes a quarter $3163.76 X 4= $12,655.08 or $263 per unit

Non-resident and International Students- Add $264 per unit

$264 X 48= $12,672

Other student charges can be found at: